The notion of translation (shift) is straightforward in classical signal processing, however, it is challenging on an irregular graph structure. In this work, we present an approach to characterize the translation operator in various signal domains. By a natural generalization from classical domains, one can characterize an abstract representation for the graph translation operator. Then we propose an isometric translation operator in joint time-vertex domain consistent with the abstract form of translation operators in other domains. We also demonstrate an interesting connection between this notion and the Schrödinger equation on a dynamic system which intriguingly describes the idea behind translation on graph.
INTRODUCTION
Graph signal processing (GSP) generalizes the classical signal processing for analyzing the structured data on non-Euclidean spaces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . There are only a few research works that particularly addressed translation on graph [1, 2, 9, 10] . Shuman et al. [1, 4] defined the generalized translation operator using the convolution of signal with the Kronecker delta function located at the target index. Sandryhaila and Moura [2] addressed the weighted adjacency matrix as the graph shift operator. These operators lack isometry which is an essential property of a desired shift/translation operator. Girault et al. [9] designed an isometric translation operator based on the graph Laplacian matrix. Moreover, Gavili et al. [10] introduced graph shift operators based on the deformation of weigthed adjacency matrix. Basically, operators can be considered as abstract mathematical objects with concrete manifestations in different domains. In other words, one may obtain an abstract characteristic of an operator in one domain and generalize it to other domains genetically inheriting a similar "DNA". In this work, via an analytical approach, we shed some light on the characterization of generic form of graph translation operator generalizing from classical domains. Then the joint time-vertex translation operator is proposed consistent with the characteristics of translation operators in continuous-time, discrete-time, and graph domains (cf. Table 1 ). Moreover, it will be shown that the resulting joint translation operator closely related to the Schrödinger equation on dynamic systems.
Notations: Matrices and vectors are denoted by uppercase and lowercase boldface letters, X and x, respectively. The ith element of a vector is indexed by x[i], and the entry in i-th row and j-th column of a matrix is denoted by X[i, j]. Then X T , X * , and X stand for the transpose, self-adjoint (Hermitian), and conjugate of the matrix X, respectively. Moreover, vec(X) stands for the column vector by stacking all the columns of X sequentially, Diag(x) denotes a diagonal matrix by placing the elements of vector x on the main diagonal, and Diag(X) accounts for Diag(vec(X)). Also, I and 1 denote the identity matrix and column vector of all ones, respectively. Notations , ⊗, and ·, · represent the convolution operator, Kronecker product, and inner product, respectively. Notations C N ×N and R N ×N are the set of N × N complex and real matrices. Further C N and R N are the set of N × 1 complex and real vectors. Finally, i = √ −1 and a, b represents the integers between a and b.
BACKGROUND
This function yields the weighted adjacency matrix as W = [w i,j ] ∈ R N ×N . Throughout this paper, we assume that the graph is weighted, connected and undirected. Then the graph Laplacian matrix is defined as L := Diag (W1) − W. A graph signal, represented by the vector f ∈ R N , is defined as tying a scalar value to each node through the function f G : V → R where f [i] is the function value at the vertex i. The graph Laplacian can be written as L = Ψ G Λ G Ψ * G where Ψ * G is the graph Fourier matrix and Λ G = Diag ([λ 0 , . . . , λ N −1 ]) is the eigenvalue matrix [1] . The graph Fourier transform (GFT) and its inverse can be expressed as [1] :
Ψ G x, respectively, where F G is the GFT operator and F −1 G accounts for the inverse GFT (IGFT) operator.
TRANSLATION OPERATOR ON GRAPH
Let us begin with characterizing the abstract representation of translation operators in continuous-time domain as follows.
. This can be formulated in the abstract form as (the proof is omitted here due to the limited space)
where
, and F C is the Fourier transform operator in continuous-time domain. Now, we take a quick look at the translation operator in discrete-time domain. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operator F D and its inverse F −1 D can be represented in a matrix form as [11] Remark 2. The translation operator in the discrete-time domain can be expressed as
where F D is the DFT operator, M υ D = e −iυM D and M D := Diag [0, 2π/N, . . . , 2π(N − 1)/N ] is the diagonal matrix containing angular frequencies in the discrete-time domain. The matrix representation of υ-translation can be written as
In the following, we will discuss the generic representation of translation operator on graph. Girault et. al. [9, 12] are the first who introduced the isometric graph translation operator. To be specific, they designed their operator based on the properties of isometry and convolutivity which led to the following general form T G = exp (iΩ) for which the matrix Ω has to be specified (cf. [9, Eq. 6] ). However, since the translation operators in continuous-time and discrete-time domains (cf. (1) and (2)) are both isometric and convolutive, it is indeed not necessary for such design. In other words, one may characterize the abstract form of translation operator on graph T G simply by generalizing from the classical domains as follows
where κ is the translation value, M κ G = exp (−iκM G ) and M G is a diagonal matrix containing the angular frequencies in the graph setting and F G accounts for the GFT operator. Discussion 1. The generic representation (4) allows one either to use weighted adjacency matrix W or graph Laplacian L for defining the translation operator on graph. As the matrix M G is assigned, the operator T G is then well-defined. In the following, we discuss some examples as the manifestations of abstract form of graph translation operator. i) The notion of graph frequency is defined in an analogous manner to the frequency in the continuous domain such that −∆e i2πf t = (2πf ) 2 e i2πf t where ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, e i2πf t for f ∈ R are its eigenfunctions and {−(2πf ) 2 , f ∈ R} are its eigenvalues. Moreover, the graph Laplacian can be considered as an approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator up to a negative sign (i.e., −∆) [13] . Following these observations from the continuous space, Shuman et al. [1] specified that λ for ∈ 0, N − 1 carries the frequency notion in graph setting. Then the equivalent of angular frequencies in graph setting can be defined as { √ λ , ∈ 0, N − 1 } as a natural generalization from the continuous domain to graph setting. Then we define M G as M G := Diag √ λ 0 , √ λ 1 , . . . , λ N −1 and the matrix representation of (4) with κ-translation can be written as
ii) Considering the eigenvector basis of graph Laplacian matrix as the matrix representation of F G and defining 
JOINT TRANSLATION OPERATOR
A time-varying graph signal, represented by the matrix X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M ] ∈ R N ×M where x m denotes the graph signal at time m ∈ 1, M (as illustrated in the leftmost part in Fig. 1 ). The joint Fourier transform (JFT) is defined as X := Ψ * G XΨ D where Ψ G and Ψ D are the GFT and DFT matrices, respectively [14] . The JFT coefficient of X corresponding to the joint angular frequency ( , ω k ) is denoted by X[ , k] where = √ λ and ω k are the -th and k-th angular frequencies in graph setting and discrete-time domains, respectively. JFT and its inverse can be rewritten as [14] x = F J x = Ψ * J x and x = F −1 J x = Ψ J x , respectively, where x = vec(X) and Ψ J := Ψ D ⊗ Ψ G is the unitary JFT matrix. Besides, using the notion of joint filtering [15] , an operator in joint time-vertex domain is convolutive if it can be written as H J = Ψ J H J Ψ * J where H J is a diagonal matrix. Definition 2. We define the translation of joint time-vertex signal by applying the graph translation T κ G on the graph dimension and the discrete-time translation 1 
The joint time-vertex domain is modeled as the multilayer graph J (namely, joint graph) resulting from the Carte- 1 Here, T D accounts for the right-circular translation operator (with unit shift value) in the discrete-time setting. If we consider x = [x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N −1 ] T as the discrete-time signal, then x T T T D = (T D x) T = [x N −1 , x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N −2 ] T is actually the right-circular translation of x T . 2 Without loss of generality, we use the generic form of graph translation operator (cf. (5) ). However, any manifestation of the abstract representation (5) can be exploited to define the joint translation operator. 3 This is obtained using the following property of Kronecker product: for any given matrices A ∈ F m×m , B ∈ F n×n , and X ∈ F m×n , where F is any field, the equation BXA = S can be written as (A T ⊗ B)vec(X) = vec(S) [16, Proposition 12.1.4] . sian product of undirected graph G and discrete-time domain D (i.e., equivalently represented by M -cycle graph) [15] . In Fig. 1 , we represent the concept of translation in joint timevertex domain via joint graph J. is a unitary operator. Proof: It is enough to prove it for the unit joint timevertex translation simply denoted by T J . Then we have
where the third equality holds since T 
with the operation of multiplication, forms a mathematical translation abelian group (here, Z + is the set of nonnegative integers).
Finally, Table 1 summarizes the abstract representations of translation operators in four signal spaces where they share similar structural characteristics. Referring to (4) and Discussion 1, the joint time-vertex translation operator can have various manifestations by considering different graph translation operators defining by F G and M G .
Up to this point, we have discussed characterizing the translation operator in various domains. In the next remark, we will describe the intuition behind translation in joint timevertex domain.
Remark 3. Consider a dynamic N M -state system defined on the joint graph J where the state in evolution-time t ∈ R + is described by a column vector u(t) ∈ R N M . The Schrödinger equation is expressed as
where ∂ t is the partial derivative with respect to the evolutiontime, α is a constant 4 , and u(0) is the initial state. In the context of GSP, u(0) corresponds to the given joint time-vertex signal in vectorized form. Here, H is any self-adjoint matrix representing the characteristic of joint graph called Hamiltonian. Suppose H = Ψ J M J Ψ * J . Then one can obtain the solution of (11) as
where ψ J,k is the k-th column of Ψ J and γ k is the k-th entry on the main diagonal of M J (corresponding to some joint angular frequency). This identity represents the evolution of joint time-vertex signal u(0) on graph J on the continuous evolution time axis. Then the transition function [17] on joint graph J is defined as
which is a matrix-valued function presenting the evolution of continuous-time quantum walk on joint graph J (here, one may consider α = 1). Thereby, one can observe that, for integer values of t, the joint translation operator is equivalent to the transition function (where the translated joint time-vertex signal corresponds to the evolutionized form of the joint timevertex signal).
CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach for characterizing the generic form of translation operator on graph. Different matrix representations of the abstract form lead to different manifestations of graph translation operators including all the existing isometric graph translation operators as special cases. Then we designed the translation operator in joint time-vertex domain in harmony with the abstract form of translation operators in other signal domains (cf. Table 1 ). Moreover, we showed the connection between translation in joint time-vertex domain and the time evolution of a dynamic system modeled by the Schrödinger equation over a joint graph. The proposed isometric joint translation operator paves the way for studying the stationarity in time-vertex domain via translation invariance, which is our on-going research work.
